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Clarifications and Corrections to the TeamGym Code of Points September 2017
Clarifications and corrections made after the UEG judges' course in October and November 2017.
Page Paragraph Clarification

10 2.2 Add text in blue: "Use magnesium (chalk) on all apparatus"

11 4.2.1 Add to the first section: "Clothing must not be baggy or loose."

13 Art 5
Add that the penalties by Superior Jury are 0.3 per item from the Final Team Score. Add to 5th item: "Missing national identification or 
emblem and/or wrong placement." Add that the penalties by E1 refer to para 24.4, 28.6 and 32.6. Change "shoes" to "footwear" in the 
2nd bullet.

15 8.2 Add that penalties in 8.2 a) and b) are covered by the Superior Jury (SJ)
Add two tables summarizing the penalties by the Superior Jury and penalties by the E1 (see also ref 1)

15 8.3 Add that penalties in 8.3 c) and d) are covered by the "E panel"

22 14.1.1 Change 14.1.1. c) to: "Complete the score slips for the C and D panels with a legible signature or enter their scores into the 

37 23.1.4 Change 23.1.4 e) 2nd bullet to: "In twisting or turning elements the rotating tolerance, for difficulty, is 45˚ for under and over rotation."

40 24.2.1.9 Change the 2nd sentence to start with "For example, there will be a deduction for extra steps, jumps, arm and leg movements or a 
hand support, to keep the balance.

44 24.5 Add under item 4 that the deduction is "0.3 once" and under item 7 "0.3 / item"

45 25.1 Change 25.1 f) to: "f) Each team performs three different rounds, where each series must consist of a combination of at least three 
acrobatic elements."

45 25.2 25.2 e) has been moved to 25.1 f) 

48 27.1 Change 27.1 e) to "The body position in a salto with more than half twist will either be accepted as a tucked (pucked) or straight body 
position, but never piked."

50 28.2.1 Change the first sentence to "Tucked, piked and straight body positions in saltos must be performed with clear and defined body 
shape, with feet and legs kept together, as well as feet pointed."

50 28.2.2 Change the first sentence to "Elements that are found in the Table of Difficulty (not the saltos) must be performed with a clear and 
defined body shape with feet and legs kept together where appropriate, as well as feet pointed."

50 28.2.3 Change the third item to "Deduction 0.1 or 0.2 per gymnast/element for under/over rotating the twist at the landing."

51 28.2.5 The maximum deduction for "Height and Length of the Final Salto"  is 0.3.

51 28.2.6 Add at the 0.1 deduction "… or early opening not kept until horizontal."

52 28.2.11 Change the second item to "Deduction 1.5 per gymnast for not acting in a dangerous situation."

53 28.4
In "3. Unclear Twisting" change the second and third item to "Finishing the twist too late in the air" and "Under/over rotation when 
landing" deduction 0.1 or 0.2. In "6. Not Extended Body Position Before Landing" change the first item to "Late opening or early 
opening not kept until horizontal". In "11. Coaches' Actions" change deduction for not acting in dangerous situation to 1.5.

54 28.5 Change three first sentneces to "Execution Bonus is only rewarded if the following criteria are fulfilled in at least one round. Identical 
technique, between the gymnasts. All landings in that round must be upright and under control."

55 28.6.6. Change title to "28.6.6 Wearing Insecure or Intrusively Coloured Bandages (0.3)"

55 28.7 Add under item 2 and 3 that the deduction is "0.3 once" and under item 7 "0.3 per item"

58 30.4 Change the deduction for "No round with or without vaulting table" to 2.0 per team

59 31.1 Change 27.1 e) to "The body position in a salto with more than half twist will either be accepted as a tucked (pucked) or straight body 
position, but never piked."

61 32.2.1 Change the first sentence to "Tucked, piked and straight body positions in saltos must be performed with clear and defined body 
shape, with feet and legs kept together, as well as feet pointed."

61 32.2.2 Change the third item to "Deduction 0.1 or 0.2 per gymnast/element for under/over rotating the twist at the landing."

61 32.2.3 Change the title to "Contact with the Vault (0.6)"
Change the first  sentences to "At the point of leaving the vault there should be extension in the body. There must also be a visible lift 
from the hands off the vault. Add deduction "Deduction 0.2 per gymnast for not extended body position."

61 32.2.5 Add at the 0.1 deduction "… or early opening not kept until horizontal."

62 32.2.9 Change the second item to "Deduction 1.5 per gymnast for not acting in a dangerous situation."

63 32.4

In "2. Unclear Twisting" change the second and third item to "Finishing the twist too late in the air" and "Under/over rotation when 
landing" deduction 0.1 or 0.2. in "3 No Visible Lift off the Vault" change the title to "Contact with the Vault" and add deduction for "Not 
extended body position" 0.2. In "5. Not Extended Body Position Before Landing" change the first item to "Late opening or early 
opening not kept until horizontal". In "9. Coaches' Actions" change the deduction for not acting in dangerous situation to 1.5.

64 32.5 Change three first sentences to "Execution Bonus is only rewarded if the following criteria are fulfilled in at least one round.
Identical technique, between the gymnasts. All landings in that round must be upright and under control."

65 32.6.6 Change title to "28.6.6 Wearing Insecure or Intrusively Coloured Bandages (0.3)"

66 32.7 Add under item 2 and 3 that the deduction is "0.3 once" and under item 7 "0.3 per item"

Appendix A1
Page Paragraph Clarification

4 A1 Add "Standing balances must stay at least 2 seconds in a static position. Leg separation requirements need to be fulfilled (15˚ 
tolerance). Both legs straight (15˚ tolerance, not applicable to lifting leg in SB404). For upright body position the tolerance is 30˚."

5 A1 For SBX06 change "90˚ to horizontal"

5 A1 For SBX07 add  "Scale Sideways without help of hand" and change "90˚ to horizontal"



Appendix A1
Page Paragraph Clarification

8 A1 For JX02 change title to "Tuck jump with twisting"

9 A1 For JX06 change the description to "Clear pike 90° (tolerance 15˚) before landing in front laying support, straight legs together. Body 
must be horizontal before landing."

Appendix A2
Page Paragraph Clarification

1 A2a Change K Code for Double salto tucked 2/1 to "OO4"

1 A2a Add text "The difficulty value for other elements can be counted by adding the basic element value and the value for twists."

2 A2b Change difficulty value for H FS O to 0.40

2 A2b Change diificulty value for H FS > to 0.50

Appendix A3
Page Paragraph Clarification

1 A3 Change K Code for Triple pike with half twist to ">>>1"

1 A3 Add text "The difficulty value for other elements can be counted by adding the basic element value and the value for twists."

Appendix A4
Page Paragraph Clarification

3 1.3.1.1 In 1.3.1.1 l) change "groups" to "sub groups"
In 1.3.1.1 m) last bullet change to "all gymnasts in the same sub group must start to perform the turn facing in the same direction (no 
need to perform pirouettes with the same leg)"

6 1.3.4
In 1.3.4 e) second bullet change to "no pause to prepare to the second take-off allowed. After the completion of the first element, there 
should be no pauses. The gymnast must already be prepared to execute the second element as soon as both feet have touched the 
ground"

8 2.1.1 Remove "in terms of difficulty in all table cells"
Move "All body positions where the legs only are bent ≤90˚ are counted as tucked." to the space below the table (see ref 2).

9 2.1.2 Change the last sentence in 2.1.2 a) to "This position is measured at the hips.  Any deviation from nominal twist rotation will be 
deducted by the execution judges." Add 2.1.2 c) "Tsukahara without twisting in the somersault does not fulfil the twisting requirement"

9 2.1.4 Remove the word "non-twisting"

Appendix A5
Page Paragraph Clarification

2 1.2 In "3. Transitions" add "Transitions must have gymnastic quality (feet and the whole body is active)"

3 6.1.1 Under "Pirouettes must be performed on one foot" change "both legs" to "both feet" (two instances)

6 6.2 At "Deduction if body position is not upright" add moderate fault "Not upright body position >30˚ (reduction of the DV)"
At "Deduction if supporting leg is bent." add text for moderate deduction "(reduction of the DV)"

7 6.3 At "Deduction if not standing still for 2 sec." change the minor fault to: "Taking a step, in handstand
Slightly moving during the handstand, hands not moving (reduction of the DV if not standing still for 2 sec)"

8 6.4 At "Deduction if legs separated." remove "reduction of the DV for moderate faults."

10 6.7 Change "Ankles not pointed" to "Feet not pointed"

11 8 Change "e.g. not pointed ankles" to "e.g. not pointed feet"

14 2.1 Pictures showing straight position have been replaced to better show the tolerances (see ref 3)

14 2.2 Change text to "The take - off phase must be clearly shown and the twist must be completed in due time before landing (at latest 30° 
from vertical). A combination of the deductions could be given up to the maximum 0.3."
Change "Under or over rotating the twist when landing" deductions 0.1 for 30°- 45° and 0.2 for 45°- 90°

15 2.3
Change text to "Before landing, the gymnast must show an extended body position (last element in tumble). This is preferably at 
horizontal or earlier, but at the latest 30° from vertical.  If the extended body position is reached earlier, it must be kept until at least 
horizontal position. After showing the extended position, it is allowed to prepare for landing (at horizontal at the earliest)."
Add "Late opening or early opening not kept until horizontal" at the 0.1 dedcution.

16 2.5

Change text to "The landing must be controlled and may continue moving in the direction of tumble, under control. Light touching is 
sweeping the mats with your hand or knee with almost no weight on it. Touching with any part of the soles of both feet is defined as 
the limit of landing feet first. The sole means the bottom part of your foot, especially the part you walk or stand on. This includes the 
underside of the toes."

16 2.6 Change deduction for "No action in dangerous situations" to 1.5

18 3.1
Change text to "Elements like round off, flic flack and handspring (not the saltos) must be performed with a clear and defined body 
shape, with feet and legs kept together when appropriate, as well as feet pointed. It is possible to deduct for both head and feet 
errors."

21 4.1 Change title to "4.1 Contact with the vault (0.6)"
Change text to "At the point of leaving the vault there should be extension in the body. This is deductible if less than 135° 
(shoulders/hips/knees). There must also be a visible lift from the hands off the vault.  No lift off or just touching the vaulting table with 
hands will receive a maximum deduction. Add deduction for "Not extended body position" 0.2
Blocking in the handspring/Tsukahara allows a change from the horizontal speed to upward direction providing height. The centre of 
gravity of the body is lifted and the path the body will take is changed."
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